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1.0

OVERVIEW

Checking fixtures and CMM holding fixtures are tools that dimensionally qualify detail parts or assemblies and audit
manufacturing process variations.
This document is intended as a guideline to make fixture sources aware of the build requirements and buyoff criteria that
will provide the basis for fixture approval and invoice payment. It will also insure continuity of general design and
operator familiarity with a variety of fixtures. Replacement parts will be common, and therefore will be more cost
effective.
All fixture designs should give consideration to the following:
-

Operator safety at all times.
Have readily accessible features that allow for ease of use.
Have all critical information noted or labeled.
Ensure Fixtures to be accurately built, durable for intended use and easily maintainable.
Consideration of the working environment should be taken with selection of materials for fixture.
Designs to be supplied in electronic format, both in 2D (pdf or Excel) & 3D (stp) format.

Important:
-

-

-

Written approval of the final design is required before proceeding with fixture build. (See Section 23.0).
In the event of conflicting tolerances, it is the fixture builder’s responsibility to contact the Marwood
Advanced Engineer for clarification.
All conflicting issues, such as standards, tolerances, dimensions, etc., must be brought to the attention of
Marwood International Inc., for clarification. Marwood’s customer may ultimately dictate design, build and
certification criteria.
There may be exceptions to these guidelines; only if requested. A request to deviate must be submitted in
writing and be itemized individually for each deviation, before approval is given. Written approval will be
required for any deviations.
Design approval by Marwood International Inc. does not release vendor of responsibility for the
function and capability of the fixture. Fixture must receive customer approval.
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2.0

STANDARD TOLERANCES
2.1

Positions
Datum Pins, Bushings
-

2.2

2.3

+ 0.00 / - 0.025mm

Must be free of movement when engaged!

Donut (Floating) Pins

+ 0.05mm

Probe & Indicator Check
Non-check direction

+ 0.10mm
+ 0.50mm

Machined Trim

+ 0.10mm

Scribed / Painted Trim

+ 0.15mm

CMM pick-up Features
- 3 Tooling Balls / Tooling Bushings

+ 0.03mm

Machined Corners

+ 0.05mm

Surfaces
Net pads parallel to feature

+ 0.05mm

Flatness of Base:
- General
- Over any given 300x300 (MM) area

+ 0.10mm
+ 0.05mm

Edges of the Base (i.e. start or reference datum’s)

+ 0.05mm

Template Check Surfaces

+ 0.10mm

Feeler Check Surfaces

+ 0.10mm

Flush Surface Trim Checks

+ 0.10mm

Pin Checks
Location Pin
Location Check

+ 0.05mm
+ 0.10mm

“Go / No Go” Pins (The lesser of, 10% of manufacturing tolerance or as listed below)
- “No Go”
+ 0.00 / - 0.025mm
- “Go”
+ 0.025 / - 0.00mm
Pin to Bushing
Feeler
2.4

(Slide Fit)
(The lesser of, 10% of manufacturing tolerance or

+ 0.025mm)

Tolerance Not Specified
In General, 10% of the part manufacturing tolerance is to be applied to fixture.
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3.0

DESIGN INTENT
3.1

For quotation purposes, the fixture source will receive information from Marwood International Inc.,
Advanced Engineering to quote (Drawings or Data). Once we have secured the work, you will receive a
simple concept drawing or sketch for reference (I.F.P.S. –Inspection Fixture Planning Sheet), along with
the latest part drawings or Cad Data File, supplied by Marwood International Inc. (See attachments Page
14 & 15). You will be required to confirm quoted price to the IFPS or re-submit a new quote to the
intended concept and GD&T.

3.2

The design intent should not be used as a complete design, but should include specific gauge
requirements reduced to sketches and / or written descriptions, identifying key requirements.

3.3

The design intent should specify:
-

3.4

4.0

The default part attitude in relation to the layout is work line position unless otherwise specified by
Marwood International Inc.
Part locating points and devices for holding and / or supporting the part.
Devices for checking known part changes.
Acceptable construction materials.
Proposed clamping techniques.
A Pin Chart, indicating the tolerances and Pin sizes, for checking features of part.
Concerns involving operator ergonomics.
A datum scheme consistent with the parts Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerance.
Operating environment considerations to ensure the gauge remains functional throughout the length
of the part program.

Upon Fixture Buy-off and customer approval, designs to be identified as “Reference only” and may be
retained for future use.

GENERAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
4.1

Whenever possible, all gauges or checking fixtures shall be built and certified to customer approved
drawings, or to math data supplied, if dimensioning is unavailable, or as indicated by Customer.

4.2

RFQ > Quote > LOI > Design Review > PO > Approval, then build to this standard, is the Process Flow
of fixture approval.

4.3

Designs must be drawn or plotted and be detailed enough to construct the gauge. All drawings must be
to scale and an accurate representation of the dimensions shown and include bill of material. Out of
scale dimensions are not permitted. All gauging features to be clear representations and must be clearly
understood.

4.4

Design must consider the environment in which the gauge is to be used when choosing material
(including the base and block sizes), slides, pins, clamps, etc., to ensure that they remain functional
throughout the gauge life. Use of bridging is preferred over large solid blocks, to minimize fixture
weight. All Pins and/or Check Blocks are to be dimensioned, and include fixture ID for review.

4.5

Design must be supplied in 2D (pdf or excel) & 3D as CAD file, in STP. Or native CAD format, for recertification purposes.

4.6

During design, consideration must be given to CMM accessibility with Marwood International Inc.’s
probe head configuration. (Renishaw 25mm star probe).

4.7

Holding and checking fixtures are to be designed and built in car position unless otherwise specified by
Marwood International Inc.
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5.0

BASE REQUIREMENTS
5.1

Base Material
Aluminum Bases that are more than 18” x 18” require a welded aluminum base, with 4 corner pads
Minimum, for stability. The height of the base is to be no more than 6” and no less than 4” in height,
and is to be normalized before use. Extra support pads may be required for longer bases.
Holding Fixtures: Structural steel tubing (welded and stress relieved) is to be used to construct the
holding fixture structure. Gussets or cross tubing must be incorporated to reinforce the main structure
to prevent deflection during loading and unloading of the fixture. The over-all height of the fixture base
is to be no more than 6 “and no less than 4” in height.

5.2

Measurement Arm Mounting
Mounting holes for attachment of the Measurement Arm Mounting plate must be designed into all
fixture bases larger than 24” in any direction, in the bolt pattern as shown on the IFPS sheet.

5.3

Handling Considerations
Fixture weight to be stamped on base and be accurate to within +/- 5 lbs. (2.25 kg). Fixtures exceeding
25kg weight are to have threaded holes for lifting hooks designed into the fixture for certified swivel lift
hooks. The sizes of threaded hole are to be stamped on the base at each hole, and must be sufficient size
for the weight required. Position of craning hooks will be such that a 3 meter (9 ft). length, four-leg
chain sling will not interfere with any portion of the fixture. Swivel hooks must exceed 5:1 strength
factor rating. Forklift pockets should be considered prior to heat treatment. In general forklift pockets
should be 150mm x 300mm and be spaced 650mm apart, center -to-center. Exact size and location of
forklift pockets should be reviewed prior to design buyoff.
Fixtures less than 25kg and larger than 300mm in any direction, shall have 4 metal jig feet (20 mm
minimum diameter and height) spaced to obtain maximum triangular location.

5.4

Base Size and Geometry
500mm x 500mm or larger: Base surface must extend 150mm beyond fixture details.
Less than 500mm x 500mm: Base surface must extend 100mm beyond fixture surface.
Less than 200mm x 200mm: Base surface must extend 50mm beyond fixture surface.
No details are permitted to extend over the edge when open or closed.

5.5

6.0

Base’s starting corner to be identified and starting point coordinates (in three planes) to be stamped in
proper place.

ALIGNMENT TOOLING SPHERES / BUSHINGS
6.1

All checking or holding fixtures must have 3 Tooling Bushings / Tool Balls. Standard size of sphere to
be 12.0 mm in diameter and 12.0 mm distance from center to shoulder mounted on base or on a 50 x 50
x 13 mm block.

6.2

In the absence of a qualified stamped base, checking fixtures are to be provided with three tooling
spheres, located at extremes of fixture base. Placement of them must form a right angle, maintaining an
individual location tolerance of + 0.025 mm to the construction references, machined edges of base.

6.3

A distance of 65mm from base edge to center of Tooling Bushings or spheres is a standard
consideration to be made for good accessibility.

6.4

Position of sphere to be stamped on fixture base beside each sphere (X, Y, Z,), and each sphere to have
a protective cover.
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7.0

8.0

BUILD-UP
7.1

All units to be doweled. Dowel engagement to be at least (2) times dowel diameter through detail and
mounted base. Use vented pull dowels for blind holes.

7.2

No shims or machined weld nuggets in place of shims allowed.

7.3

Chamfer all holes and edges on non-gauge features to remove any burrs or sharp edges.

7.4

Use 3.0mm standard clearance on fixture body, unless otherwise specified.

7.5

All threaded hole depths should be a minimum of (6 mm / ¼”), or 3 times the diameter of the hole,
whichever is larger. All Bushing holes are to be vented through the block, to allow for easy removal if
required.

7.6

Critical details and check areas (feeler) to be manufactured from steel whenever feasible. Alternate
materials will be considered upon request to Marwood International Inc.

7.7

Ensure that all critical details are stress relieved as required (i.e. heat treated, sandblasted, etc.).

7.8

All details constructed from steel are to be protected from rusting by black oxide.

7.9

Feeler check clearance between part and fixture to be stamped on the fixture and must be visible when
part is in the fixture. A map of separately colored feeler surfaces to be visible on base.

7.10

Feeler Locations to be identified with Color Dots and Letters (e.g. A, B, C), to be consistent with
associated Feelers, as indicated on the 2D and 3D designs.

7.11

All fasteners to be commercial, SAE or equivalent, Class No.2 thread fit unless otherwise specified. Do
not use FSD or commercial stripper bolts. All fasteners to be the same thread type, Metric or Imperial,
but not mixed, and must engage at least 3 times the diameter of the thread.

7.12

All lettering on details to be stamped and painted for visibility, unless otherwise specified, and Locator
pins on handles to have a 5 mm Yellow Band around the handle of the 2-Way, and have a 5 mm Blue
Band around the handle of the 4-Way, for easy identification.

MASTER CONTROL – PLP NET SURFACES
8.1

For locating samples in fixtures “master control surfaces and locators” are to be used. Master control
surfaces and locators are to be established by a cross -functional team as early as possible. Master
Control Surfaces are to be coordinated throughout the manufacturing process (stamping, assembling and
checking or holding fixtures).

8.2

Datum selection will apply three –two -one principles. When selecting a datum, consider operation in
which datum is used, stability of target area, repeatability of target area and relation to other areas of the
manufacturing process. Use of primary or formed surfaces for datum has preference over subsequent
manufacturing processes. Customer GD&T will take precedence over any other datum structure.

8.3

Size of net surfaces will be dependent on part. Nets must be made of steel and be able to take straight line force of 80 PSI with maximum deflection 0.025mm. Contour surface nets will be avoided
whenever possible. Moveable nets are unacceptable without permission of Marwood International Inc.

8.4

Lead in on RFS pins to be 15 degree chamfered and must be able to secure parts running 10%
undersize, and 10% oversize in relation to the hole, size and tolerance. Pins are to be spring loaded
whenever possible, with a “Lock-out “type feature, below fixture surfaces.

8.5

RFS pins to be used only in conjunction with clamping surface around the pin. Clamping directly over
RFS stab pins to be used only with permission of Marwood International Inc.
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9.0

10.0

PINS & FEELERS
9.1

All check and locating pins, feeler gauges, etc., are to be constructed from steel, hardened to 56-58 RC,
ground and black oxide treated. Net pads to be constructed from CR steel. Size of net pads will be
determined based on a part by part evaluation.

9.2

All gauge pins are to be piloted by standard, steel, hardened bushings. Slotted or square pins – to be
guided by keys. No blind bushings are allowed, holes must clear through blocks. All captive Pins must
be easily removable for cleaning and repairs, including RFS 4-Way & 2-Way locators.

9.3

All gauge pins are to be of “Stab Pin” design where possible. All loose items must be on leads, and
must be fastened base by clip to be protected from damage. The Gauge ID stamp must be on each stab
pin and feeler for identification, Marwood will supply the Gauge ID # on the Letter Of Intent, and
review at Design Approval.

9.4

All “Go / No Go” pins to be identified with sizes and stamped “Go / No Go” accordingly. Slot “Go/
No Go” checks to be 2 pin system. (1 for length & 1 for width) “Go/No Go” Pins to be soldier style,
mounted on base, whenever possible.

9.5

Sight checks to be CNC cut outline of feature (maximum diameter or dimension plus location
tolerance), 1 mm plus part tolerance below design surface. Use roll pins to ensure the presence of holes.
Height of pins should prevent the loading of part if holes are missing.

9.6

Holes with positional tolerances of 2 mm or less will require a pin check. Holes with positional
tolerance greater than 2mm to be scribed at min/max.

9.7

All standard components to be SAE or Metric, but not mixed.

COLOR CODES for SURFACE & TRIM CHECKS
10.1

All checking and holding fixtures must have identified feeler surface areas. Feeler surfaces to be
identified with Colour Maps on design & Colour Dots on fixture body. An “Alphabet Letter Indicator”
is required for pins and pin locations, on Design and Fixture.

10.2

All Pin handles to be marked or labeled to coincide with Gauge Design and Gauge Instructions for
required checks.

10.3

Trim lines to be High / Low (Max/Min) tolerance lines scribed on fixture. Machined groves for
tolerance bands can only be used after receiving written approval, and must be indicated on fixture
design, as such.
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11.0

12.0

SPC ARRANGEMENTS
11.1

Marwood International Inc.’s, Tool Shop and Customer will specify placement of SPC gauging where it
is deemed critical to control manufacturing processes. The IFPS concept supplied by Marwood
International Inc. will indicate the SPC point locations if required.

11.2

Section with hardened SPC bushing to be fixed to base. Probe surface contact to be ground flat.

11.3

Digital type indicators are preferred. Indicators are to be of shock resistance design. All indicators
must have provision for zeroing to nominal, and must be guarded where normal handling of part could
result in damage.

11.4

All SPC collection units must be easily accessible for day-to-day operation and for certification with a
CMM.

11.5

SPC units must be stamped for identification and inspection sequence. Stamped information to be
highlighted with white paint.

11.6

SPC / VDC bushing to be standard at 0.375” ID or metric equivalent. Standard off-set distance to be
31mm.

11.7

Specific types, of digital indicators and adapters will be determined by Marwood International Inc., to
insure uniformity between fixtures.

11.8

All fixtures with SPC capability will require their own individual digital indicators.

CLAMPS
12.1

Clamps must apply pressure in normal direction to part surface and through centerline of net.

12.2

Each net and locator to have a separate clamp, whenever possible. Clamp pressure to be adjustable and
gauged to material thickness, parallel to net surfaces.

12.3

Formed clamp heads must contact net surface completely and must not rotate. If clamping surface is a
class-A surface clamp head must be of non-abrasive surface.

12.4

Clamps to be stamped with optimum sequence.

12.5

Clamps must lock in place and have less than 3mm, lateral movement at clamp head.

12.6

Clamps must be operator friendly with no pinch points or knuckle busters.

12.7

Clamps to be rugged construction and be able to withstand daily use.
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13.0

CHECK FIXTURE INSTRUCTIONS
13.1

All check fixtures to have detailed Operating Instructions, which include the following, supplied in
Excel Format:
- Correct netting sequence.
- Correct clamping instruction derived from successful Gauge R&R.
- Step by step instructions that will detail proper loading of part, and use of the fixture to ensure
complete and accurate checking of part.
- Picture Maps of Diagram to elaborate on the required checks.

13.2

SAMPLE OF OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS.
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14.0

FIXTURE IDENTIFICATION PLATES
14.1
-

14.2

Once certified, the fixture must be tagged with all of the following information:
Fixture build source. (Contact information included).
Nameplate, with Drawing Number, Part Number, Part Name, ECL, Customer, Program / Model, Size &
Weight, Date, and Fixture Supplier Name, to be completed and attached to fixture by rivets or screws.
Revision plate, with latest E/C and PCN/ECR number, with additional space for future E/C information.
Separate plate to be attached for information from a 3rd party certification source.
Four holes to be supplied in fixture base, and a Marwood Property Tag (supplied by Marwood, or
purchased from Fixture source), and are to be applied. (Information on tag to be supplied by Marwood
International Inc.)
Fixture weight & size to be identified on base.
ID PLATE ( SAMPLES )

MARWOOD PROPERTY TAG (to be supplied and attached by fixture supplier)

118
mm

40
mm
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15.0

FIXTURE CERTIFICATION
15.1

Final certification must occur on fully assembled fixture, to the Marwood International Inc. supplied
Cad file. Any fixture received not certified to the stated requirements, will be 3rd party certified by
Marwood International Inc., and billed to the supplier, or deducted from payment.

15.2

Approved Customer Drawing and CAD data, is the guideline for nominal establishment, and criteria
used for certification purposes to be identified on the certification report.

15.3

Trim line points are to be included in the certification report, for critical trim areas and areas affected by
Engineering Change.

15.4

Theoretical intersections will not suffice as inspection checkpoints. Points must be established on the
real surface for checking and certification purposes.

15.5

Third party certification is required for all fixtures unless Marwood International Inc., has requested not
to have it done (refer to I.F.P.S.).

15.6

Third Party Certifications must be completed by a source that is ISO 17025 accredited, certified by a
source to National Standards, or by a source that is customer approved. It is the responsibility of the
Gauge shop to provide Marwood International Inc. with a copy of the Third Party accreditation prior to
payment.

15.7

A completed “NAFTA Certification of Origin” and “Affidavit of Manufacturing”, must be sent along
with the Certification Report, an up-dated 2D (pdf) & 3D Cad design, and the fixture for each part,
when fixture build is completed. (See samples attached Section 24-26) and prior to invoice.

16.0

GAUGE R&R STUDY
16.1

All fixtures will be required to pass a Gauge R&R on both variable and attribute checks to be performed
by Marwood International Inc. The Supplier will be responsible to supply a fixture that will pass these
Gauge R&R studies, and the fixture(s) may be return for adjustment until an acceptable Gauge R&R is
met.
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17.0

18.0

CARTS (Only required when requested by Customer)
17.1

Carts to be designed and built to an acceptable working height.

17.2

Optimum working height to be 1000 mm from floor to top of the part and 800mm from the floor to the
top of the bases. Exceptions will be permitted for special considerations.

17.3

Carts to be constructed from steel tubing. The cart must safely hold the fixture and be able to endure
reasonable wear and tear.

17.4

Carts with loads under 2000 kg will require wheels. Wheels must be of a design able to support the
weight of the fixture. 2 of 4 wheels must swivel. Wheels must have locking devices.

17.5

Side plates must be securely welded to the corner rest to prevent fixture from sliding off the cart.

17.6

Fixture to be located with corner rest pads. Rest pads to be neoprene or rubber.

17.7

Carts not required for CMM holding fixtures.

17.8

Cart must have pockets (8” x 3”) or metric equivalent, for the loading and unloading of fixtures, with
forklifts.

CHECK FIXTURE & GAUGE BUY-OFF PROCEDURE
18.1

Upon completion of check fixture build and certification, the buyoff procedure will consist of the
following:
-

19.0

Review of Fixture Design to Concept (IFPS) & customer requirements.
Review of Fixture to Approved Design & Concept (IFPS).
Review workmanship, function and completeness, at receiving of Fixture.
Review Fixture for Function & Operational issues, Construction Requirements.
Review Fixture for Proper Identification of feature as required by Design Approval.
Verify Dimensional Certification Report of fixture details for completeness & accuracy.
Review of NAFTA and Manufactures Affidavit.

18.2

A “Check Fixture and Gauge Buy-off Check List” is to be filled out completely by Marwood’s
Advanced Engineering Department. (see attachment in Section 23)

18.3

Upon approval, the check list is to be signed and dated by Marwood’s Advanced Quality Specialist,
Advanced Engineering & Production. This will be used to indicate completion, per terms on PO.

CRATING / TRANSPORTATION (If required as indicated on PO)
19.1

To insure the safe and secure shipment of completed fixtures please reference the following guidelines:
-

Use closed type crating for fixtures unless open type is requested.
Apply anti-corrosive oil, grease, etc. as required.
Cover with PVC film, and allow for ventilation if extended storage is required.
Use fill material (Styrofoam balls, etc.) for protecting small gauges, precision details, etc.
Use closed box crating for plastic and hand-apply fixtures.
Provide skids for forklift as required.
Support and brace as required.
Provide support for fixtures with wheels.
Deliver fixture directly to Marwood International Inc., or specified location, as required. See PO for
details.
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20.0

INSPECTION FIXTURE PLANNING SHEET NO.1 (Sample)
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21.0

INSPECTION FIXTURE PLANNING SHEET NO.2 (Sample)
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22.0

SAMPLE PURCHASE ORDER

Sample Gauge Inc.
100 Side Street
Anywhere
ON
N1T 1H0 Canada
Phone: #
Fax: #

Purchasing Guy

Sales Guy
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23.0

CHECK FIXTURE / GAUGE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION BUY-OFF (Sample)
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23.1

CHECK FIXTURE / GAUGE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION BUY-OFF (Form Samples)
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24.0

FIXTURE CERTIFICATION REPORT (Sample)
24.1

Report cover page

Rev. Date: 15 Jun 2018
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24.2

Certification Data

PART NAME:
REV. NUMBER:
CMM NUMBER:
REPORT LEVEL:

Rev. Date: 15 Jun 2018

Widget 23
003
1959
1
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24.3 Point Map
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24.4

Pin Report
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25.0

NAFTA CERTIFICATION REPORT
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26.0

MANUFACTURER’S AFFIDAVIT

2030554 - Next Part RH/LH
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27.0

CHANGE RECORD & NOTES
Rev.
Date

Description of Change

5-Dec-00

Reformat Approval Box, Index, Edit 3.1(text), Edit 3.3 (text), Add 4.5(inserted), Edit 4.8 (text), Edit 14.0 (text), Edit 18.0 (heading),
Edit 19.0 (form), Edit 20.0 (form), Edit 21.0 (form), Edit 22.0 (chart)

15-Sept-03

Edit 4.5 (text), Correct type-O 4.19, Edit 4.25 (Text), Edit 8.1 (Text), Edit 8.3 (Text), Edit 10.6 (Text), Edit 11.1 (Text), Edit 11.3
(Text), Edit 11.4 (Text), Edit 18.0 (Replace FBCL), Edit 19.0 (Replace IFPS), Up-date 22.0 (Changes), Add 4.27, Add 9.7

25-Jan-05

Edit Table of contents, Edit 1.0 (Text), Edit 4.5 (Underline), Edit 4.13 (Underline), Edit 4.15 (Text), Edit 6.6 (Text), Edit 9.2 (Text),
Remove 9.7, Edit 11.1 (Text), Edit 12.2 (Text), Add 13.8, Edit 14.1 (Text), Edit 16.2 (Text), Edit 17.1 (Text), Edit 18.0 (Revised
Form), Edit 21.0 (Revised PO Sample)

2-Jan-06

Edit 2.3 (text), Edit 4.4 (text), Edit 4.7 (text), Edit 4.13 (text), 4.15 (text), Edit 5.2 (text), Edit 11.1 Text),

28-Mar-07

Complete Review! Re-organized & revised document!

15-Mar-09

Revise cover for address and Approvals, Edit 1.0 (add text), Edit 2.0 (add text),Insert 3.4 (text), Edit 4.5 (remove U/L), Edit 5.1
(text), Edit 5.2 (text), Edit 6.0 (text), Edit 10.0 (text), Edit 10.3 (text), Insert 10.4 (text), Edit 11.1 (text), Remove 11.10, Insert 13.3
(text), Edit 14.1 (text), Edit 14.2 Picture), Edit 15.1 (text), Edit 15.9 (text), Edit 16.1 (text), Edit 20.0 (change order), Edit 21.0
(change order), Edit 22.0 (change order), Edit 23.0 (change order & text), Insert 24.0, 24.1, 24.2 24.3,24.4 (forms), Insert 25.0
(form), Insert 26.0 (form), Insert 27.0 (form),

28-Mar-10

Edit 3.1 (text), Edit 3.3 (text), Edit 4.3 (text), Edit 5.1 (text), 7.6 (text), Edit 7.10 (text), Edit 8.4 Text), Edit 9.3 (text), Edit 13.1
(text), Edit 15.1 (text), Edit 15.7 (text), Add 17.8 (text), Correct 18.1 18.3, Correct 19.1, Revise 22.0 (Sample),(Grammar
corrections through-out)

3-Aug-12

13-Feb-14
30-Jul-14

30-Jan-15
30-May-16
31-Oct-16

15-Jun-18

Revamp complete Standard – New text and format, reduce size 35 pages to 25
Up-date the Index, format page 4, Edit 3.1 Text, Add 4.5 – 4.7, format page 6, 5.3 Text, Add 6.4, Add Fixture Instructions, Edit
14.1 Text, Add 14.2, Remove 14.7 & 14.8, Edit 15.0 Text, Revise 20.0 , Revise 21.0, Remove Fixture Buy-off Checklist, add New,
Remove 26.0
Edit 1.0 Text, Edit 2.0 Text, Edit 9.0 Text, Edit 15.7 Text, Edit 16.1 Text, Edit 18.2 Text, Edit 18.3 Text, Edit 20.0 New Form, Edit
23.1 New Forms,
Edit 4.4 Text, Edit 4.5 Text, Edit 5.2 Text, Edit 7.9 Text, Edit 7.10 Text, , Edit 7.11 Text, Edit 8.1 Text, Edit 8.4 Text, Edit 9.3 Text,
Edit 9.7 Text, Edit 10.1 Text, Edit 10.2 Text, Edit 11.1 Text, Edit 11.4 Text, Edit 11.6 Text, Edit 11.8 Text, Edit 15.6 Text, Edit 15.7
Text, Edit 17.8 Text, Edit 18.2 Text, Edit 23 Forms.
Edit 5.1 Text, Edit 7.5 Text, Edit 7.11 Text, Edit 7.12 Text, Edit 10.1 Text, Edit 20.0 Form, Edit 21.0 Form, Edit 23.0 Form, Edit
23.1 Form
Add 5.2 Text, Edit 15.2 Text, Replace form 20.0 , Add form name to front page
Edit Cover Text, Edit 1.0 Text, Edit 3.1 Name, Edit 3.3 Name and Text, Edit 4.1 & 4.2 Text, Edit 4.5 Text, Edit 4.6 & 4.7 Name,
Edit 5.3 Text, Edit 7.5 Text, Edit 7.6 Name, Edit 7.12 Text, Edit 8.2 Text, Edit 8.3 & 8.5 Name, Edit 11.1 & 11.7 Name, Edit 14.1
Text, Edit 14.2 Picture of Tag, and Text, Edit15.1 Text, Edit 15.5 Text, Edit 16.1 Name, Edit 18.2 Text, Edit 18.3 Name, Edit 19.1
Text, Edit 20.0 picture of form, Edit 21.0 picture of Form, Edit 22.0 picture of Form, Edit 23.0 picture of Form, Edit 25 picture of
Form.
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